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once youre ready to go, then you can turn off your
current desktop product by going to the adobe

creative cloud desktop app, and then clicking the
gear icon, then click the turn off button. your

desktop product will be shut off, and you can just sit
back and relax while it installs your new product.
the installation process will have you select the
proper serial number and the proper software

version, and then when it finishes it will be ready to
go.  the second item that i encountered was a

message board posting that i happened to see last
sunday morning sort of late in my research. when i

saw that posting, i suddenly had a moment of
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clarifying inspiration! i remembered the first article
(about the alternate install method) and somehow
mentally linked it to this second article to form a

unified approach to possibly getting this activation
problem vanquished. that second item is not that

spectacular just a short post by someone who
related a way that he/she was able to discover

where to find a request code the very thing that ive
been searching for over these last few days.
unfortunately, that poster did not give full

information the post was short on specific details
but there was enough there to give me an idea on

how to proceed. if you want to check out that
message board post, its located on one of adobes

customer support forum message boards. when you
click the following link, scroll all the way down to the

post at the very bottom of the thread. look for a
post from: ki fung22619509x6gb adobe acrobat x
professional and adobe acrobat x standard include

the following security components: security
certificate for digital signatures privacy and security

protection e-business security protection
subscription management system integrity
protection anti-malware protection patent

management product activation secure file transfer
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The only other thing that youll probably want to be
aware of is that the new Adobe Acrobat XI does not
have a tab for the up-to-date version of Acrobat 9

like you see in the previous version of Acrobat.
Therefore, if you are previously having a problem

with that, you may need to do some additional
troubleshooting. I personally was not having a

problem with the previous Acrobat, but it was just
that I was assuming that the Adobe Exact Match
method was the only way of obtaining a serial

number. Finally, for me, it took awhile to activate
the software, but it really only took a couple of

hours. I used the standard activation method above,
which was just fine for me to activate my 10.0.0

Adobe Acrobat. You may notice that the product ID
that you see when you are in the Adobe Streaming
Update page will be different than the product ID
that you use to activate Adobe Acrobat XI. This is

because there is a change to the way that Adobe is
licensing the product and probably not an absolute

deal breaker, but it is worth noting. If, after
activating Adobe Acrobat XI, you decide that you

have a greater need for the version 10.0.0 of Adobe
Acrobat, then you can always go back to the Adobe
site to generate another serial number. You can go
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back to that page by navigating to the following link:
generate a response code. Enter your former

product serial number and your email address.
Hopefully, youll be all set up on the new version of

Acrobat. Since I have not had any of these
activation issues with my 6 copies of Adobe Acrobat
XI, I guess thats something to look forward to. If you

have any questions, I would be happy to answer
them and hopefully help someone else also. If you
have any other questions that are not answered

here, then you can always post your questions on
the Adobe Adobe support page. Thats all for now, Ill

catch you on the flip side. 5ec8ef588b
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